Opinions split when it comes to the significance and thus the weighting of indel characters as phylogenetic markers. This paper attempts to test the phylogenetic information content of indels and nucleotide substitutions by proposing an a priori weighting system of non-protein-coding genes. Theoretically, the system rests on a weighting scheme which is based on a falsificationist approach to cladistic inference. It provides insertions, deletions and nucleotide substitutions weights according to their specific number of identical classes of potential falsifiers, resulting in the following system: nucleotide substitutions weight = 3, deletions of n nucleotides weight = (2 n -1), and insertions of n nucleotides weight = (5 n -1). This weighting system and the utility of indels as phylogenetic markers are tested against a suitable data set of 18S rDNA sequences of Diptera and Strepsiptera taxa together with other Metazoa species. The indels support the same clades as the nucleotide substitution data, and the application of the weighting system increases the corresponding consistency indices of the differentially weighted character types. As a consequence, applying the weighting system seems to be reasonable, and indels appear to be good phylogenetic markers.
Introduction
In most phylogenetic analyses of molecular data sets it is customary that only nucleotide substitution positions are utilized for cladistic analyses (e.g., Aguinaldo et al. 1997 , Aleshin et al. 1998 , Zrzavy et al. 1998 , Canapa et al. 2000 . However, nucleotide substitution characters have the disadvantage of exhibiting frequent parallelisms and reversions due to their low information content (e.g., Lloyd & Calder 1991 , Wägele 1996 . Insertions and deletions are usually not used as characters, although their potential value as phylogenetic markers has been repeatedly pointed out by some authors (Hixson & Brown 1986 , Meyer et al. 1986 , Williams & Goodman 1989 , Giribet & Wheeler 1999 , Mitchison 1999 . This potential value is assigned due to the complex mutational mechanism which causes indels (e.g., Van Dijk et al. 1999) as well as to their comparatively high immunity against reversals and parallelisms. This immunity is ascribed to the dependence of those processes on the position and length of the indel and, as in the case of insertions, also on their specific nucleotide sequence (Lloyd & Calder 1991) . Excluding indels from the cladistic analysis could thus reduce the explanatory power of cladistic hypotheses, since insertions and deletions represent phylogenetically significant historical information (Giribet & Wheeler 1999) . In a few analyses indels are included in the data matrix, but their usage is diverse, reaching from coding them as a fifth character state (e.g., Swofford 1998) to recoding them to presence/absence characters (e.g., Baum et al. 1998 , Simmons & Ochoterena 2000 , Lutzoni et al. 2000 , and their weightings are also comparatively diverse.
In the following a weighting system will be proposed and the utilization of indels as phylogenetic markers will be tested with a suitable data set consisting of 18S rDNA sequences of 14 Diptera species and of several other In-secta and Metazoa taxa. Many other sequences serve as an outgroup. The inference focuses particularly on insertions and deletions that have taken place within the Diptera and the Strepsiptera clade. The data set appears suitable since it exhibits a comparatively high amount of gaps within its alignment, which indicates a multitude of indel events that must have taken place within this clade's evolution. Moreover, the analysis of the nucleotide substitution data in itself provides a phylogeny with a high resolution and, when taking the corresponding bootstrap frequencies into consideration, also stable internal nodes, thereby providing a suitable basis for the test.
Weighting cladistic characters of 18S rDNA sequences
This paper proposes a weighting system which weights all nucleotide substitutions equally, while weighting all insertions and deletions differently according to their length. It is based on the theoretical and methodological arguments presented in Vogt (2002, this volume) , following Popper's falsificationism (Popper 1983 (Popper , 1994 . The basic idea is that when the results of the character analysis are coded for the data matrix, the stated hypotheses of synapomorphy have already passed a first empirical test (identity test, see Vogt 2002) . Consequently, there are differences in the severity of the passed test on the amount of possible classes of identical falsifiers of each hypothesis of synapomorphy, and this resembles the basis for differentially weighting the corresponding character states. When considering this for sequence data, one has to take a look at the different types of cladistic characters as well as the range of possible character states corresponding with each of these types, both being entailed in sequences of non-protein-coding genes.
Under the premise that the alignment is correct, one can easily distinguish nucleotide substitution characters from indel characters. All columns in an alignment that have no gaps can be referred to as representing characters of the type 'nucleotide substitution'. Indels are represented by those columns in an alignment that exhibit gaps. They differ from one another by their length of directly neighboring gap sites. To be able to separate gap columns into deletions and insertions, an outgroup comparison with an adequate outgroup has to be applied.
In a next step the number of different types of possible falsifiers for each character type is evaluated. Differential weights are given corresponding to the number of different types of possible falsifiers of every character type.
Nucleotide substitution characters
All nucleotide substitution characters belong to the same character type. A nucleotide substitution event can have four different results -adenine, guanine, thymine or cytosine. As a consequence, for every hypothesis of a synapomorphic nucleotide substitution there are four types of possible character states according to the four different nucleotide types. Thus, three different classes of identical falsifiers exist, all of which would falsify a hypothesis of a synapomorphic nucleotide substitution of a specific nucleotide in the identity test.
Deletion characters
The problem with deletion events -as with insertion events -is that, theoretically, they have no concrete upper limit according to their possible nucleotide length. As a consequence, for a hypothesis of a synapomorphic deletion of a given length one would get an almost infinite number of different classes of identical falsifiers. The number would be independent of the actual length of the hypothesized deletion. This does not seem plausible and therefore, as a convention, the use of an operational approach to interpreting the alignment is proposed which is derived from the inference of the topographical correspondence. Only those positions of the alignment that potentially represent the character states of a single cladistic character serve as the basis for the classification of their corresponding character type. They also set a limit to what could potentially serve as a falsifier of this hypothesis within the alignment. In practice, according to the proposed approach, the position of the 'window' in the alignment, which is considered when evaluating the amount of potential falsifiers for the corresponding hypothesis, is set by the longest uninterrupted row of gaps. Hence, if a deletion of n nucleotides is hypothesized, only those n corresponding positions of the alignment serve as empirical evidence and the source for potential falsifiers.
Considering deletions, there are two possible states for every alignment position in question: presence or absence of the result of a nucleotide deletion. This means that every position with a gap is understood as indicating the presence, and every position that has a nucleotide as indicating the absence of the result of a deletion. Thus, for a given hypothesis of a synapomorphic deletion of n nucleotides, one gets 2 n possible patterns of different combinations of presence and absence that could potentially be observed in the alignment. Therefore, there are 2 n -1 different classes of identical falsifiers of such a hypothesis.
This is why such a hypothesis is not only falsified by all non-deletion sites but also by every deletion which is smaller in length than the hypothesized one.
Within the suggested system, sites of multiple neighboring gaps are understood as one single character state that has to be hypothesized most parsimoniously as the result of one single event, rather than multiple independent events (contradicting Giribet & Wheeler 1999) . Although each sequence position represents an observationally distinguishable unit, it does not necessarily represent an evolutionarily independent unit of mutational processes, hence does not necessarily represent many single character states.
Insertion characters
The problem with deletions also holds true for insertions, and the same operational approach is applied. Because, in an insertion, nucleotides are inserted into an existing sequence there are 5 possible states for every position: the four possible types of inserted nucleotides and the absence of any nucleotide, a gap. As a consequence, for a given hypothesis of a synapomorphic insertion of n nucleotides, one gets 5 n possible patterns of different combinations of those 5 states that could potentially be observed in the alignment. And, as a consequence, one receives 5 n -1 different classes of identical falsifiers of that hypothesis.
When this classification of classes of identical falsifiers is applied and one wishes to weight the received classes equally -which would correspond to the conventional interpretation of Popper's falsificationist approach for phylogenetic research, as it disregards process probabilities -one receives the following differential character weights:
A) nucleotide substitutions: 3 B) deletions of n nucleotides: 2 n -1 C) insertions of n nucleotides:
The proposed weighting system is only applicable to insertions that exhibit a specific quality. Due to the conditions set by the identity criterion, only directly neighboring positions of an insertion are considered, recoded and weighted as an insertion character of a specific length, that is identical throughout all sequences which possess the insertion (for details see Discussion below). An example of some insertions and deletions and their corresponding weights is given in Figure 1 .
Materials and methods

Species examined
166 18S rDNA sequences were taken from NCBI/GenBank via the internet. The full species names and GenBank accession numbers for the sequences used in the alignments, spectral and parsimony analyses are given in the Appendix.
Alignment and cladistic analysis
Two data sets were analyzed. A "large data set" consisting of all 166 sequences was aligned and analyzed with spectral analysis, parsimony jackknifing and parsimony analysis. The results of these analyses were used for determining the taxon composition of the "small data set" consisting of 14 Diptera and 4 Strepsiptera sequences and a smaller sample of 48 closely related outgroup sequences. This small data set was aligned and analyzed in the same way as the large one. In some cases, outgroup comparison of the small data set facilitated a differentiation of indel events into insertion and deletion events within the Diptera and Strepsiptera ingroup. With a subset of the small alignment, consisting of the 18S rDNA sequences of Diptera species together with 4 Strepsiptera and 2 Hymenoptera species only, another spectral, parsimony jackknifing and parsimony analysis was performed. The hypothesized insertion and deletion events were mapped onto the parsimony jackknifing tree, and their degree of consistency in relation to the nucleotide substitution data and the effect of the specific weights were assessed. Multiple alignments of the two data sets were performed using ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994 ) and corrected by hand. The alignment of the large data set consists of 4,007 positions, the alignment of the smaller data set of 3,857 positions.
For the spectral analysis of split-supporting positions, the parsimony jackknifing analysis and the parsimony analysis of the nucleotide substitution characters only, sequence areas that contained indels or that could not be aligned unambiguously were excluded before writing the data matrix. From the large alignment 2,447 positions were excluded, while 1,560 positions remained. From the small alignment 2,212 positions were excluded, 1,645 positions remained.
Spectral analysis of split-supporting positions was performed with PHYSID (Wägele & Rödding 1998a) . The results are presented according to Wägele & Rödding (1998a, b) , allowing 15% of noisy positions in every row and column of ingroup and outgroup sequences, respectively. Only those splits with the highest number of split-supporting positions are shown in Figure 2 .
Parsimony jackknifing analysis and parsimony analysis were performed with PAUP*4.0 (Swofford 1998) . Parsimony jackknifing analysis of the large data set was performed with 500 replicates, a deletion percentage of 50%, and a heuristic search option with nearest-neighbor interchange. Analyses of the small data set were performed with 1,000 replicates, keeping the other parameters, of the subset also with 1,000 replicates and with the tree bisection-reconnection heuristic search option. The parsimony analysis of the subset was performed under branch and bound search settings.
Results
The large alignment consists of 799 parsimony-informative positions, the small alignment of 713, and the subset of 574 parsimony-informative positions.
The results of the spectral analyses of the data sets show patterns of split support that can hardly be explained by what one would expect as a pattern resulting from random processes. One has to assume that the data contains relevant phylogenetic information -at least for some cladistic hypotheses. The spectral analysis of the large data set assigns a high degree of support to three split groupings in particular. Besides the two choanoflagellate sequences with 15, the Culicoidea (a subgroup of the Diptera) with 14 and the Diptera themselves with 7 split-supporting positions receive a high degree of support. As a consequence, they or the respective corresponding group of the splits are supported as monophyletic groups. All other splits have only 3 or less supporting positions. The same analysis of the small data set leads to similar results with an even stronger signal. Not only the Culicoidea (45 supporting positions) and the Diptera (32) receive the highest support in this analysis, but also the Strepsiptera (11) and Tipuloidea (7) are supported as split groupings (Fig. 2) .
The parsimony jackknifing analyses of the three data sets assign jackknifing frequencies of 100.00 to the groups that are also highly supported by the results of the spectral analyses: Strepsiptera, Diptera, Culicoidea and Tipuloidea (Figs. 3 and 6). 3 . A) 50% majority-rule consensus tree based on 500 maximum parsimony jackknifing replicates of the large 18S rDNA alignment using PAUP* 4.0. The jackknifing frequencies are labeled onto the corresponding branches. The tree was rooted a posteriori with the choanoflagellate sequence. B) 50% majority-rule consensus tree based on 1,000 maximum parsimony jackknifing replicates of the small 18S rDNA alignment using PAUP* 4.0. The jackknifing frequencies are labeled onto the corresponding branches. The tree was rooted a posteriori with the echinoderm sequence. For clarity of representation not all of the resolved nodes are shown.
In the following analysis, the Strepsiptera and the Diptera are hypothesized as monophyletic groups in relation to the other taxa of the data sets, which represent their respective outgroups. This assumption is supported by the results of the spectral and the parsimony jackknifing analyses.
Comparison of indel characters and nucleotide substitution characters
Based on the assumption that Strepsiptera and Diptera represent groups of monophyletic origin, it is possible to differentiate indel events that took place within these clades into insertions and deletions by applying an outgroup comparison. This comparison is performed on the basis of the alignment of the small data set. All the other taxa of the alignment serve as the outgroup. As a result of this comparison a sum of 74 such indels were hypothesized, 40 insertions and 34 deletions. Insertions and deletions that could not be unambiguously hypothesized are not included in this statistic (Table 1) .
From the subset a spectral analysis, a parsimony jackknifing analysis and a parsimony analysis were performed. The number of split-supporting positions, the jackknifing indices and the number of putative apomorphies of the maximally parsimonious tree are drawn onto the resulting tree for every monophylum. Those insertions and deletions that are congruent with this tree are mapped onto it (Fig. 6) . The number of congruent and incongruent insertions and deletions are summarized in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 4 .
23% of all hypothesized indels are incongruent, as are 35% of all deletions and 12.5% of all insertions. It is interesting to note that the observed rate of inconsistency decreases with the length of the hypothesized indel event.
The ensemble consistency index (CI) for the sum of all the hypothesized insertion and deletion events was calculated on the basis of the tree shown in Figure 6 . In addition, the CI was calculated for every character type and compared to the CI of only the nucleotide substitution data which was obtained by the parsimony analysis. Furthermore, the CIs for the sum of all indels, the sum of all insertions and the sum of all deletions were determined separately and compared to the corresponding modified CIs obtained by the application of the weighting system proposed in this paper (Table 2 and All determined CIs of the different indel character types are higher than 0.65, the CI of the nucleotide substitution characters. The lowest CI of the indel characters is found with deletions, with a CI of 0.71, compared to a CI of 0.89 for the insertions. All insertions of a length higher than one nucleotide possess a CI of 1.00.
When applying the proposed weighting system, the calculated CIs of the now weighted indels are constantly higher than those of the unweighted indels. This holds true for the insertions, the deletions, and all indels together.
The distribution of the congruent indel characters is clustered. Those groups that gain high support from the substitution data (high jackknifing frequencies of 100.00 and high split support) also exhibit a high number of observed indels (Fig. 6) .
The cladistic distribution of the incongruent indels in comparison to the congruent ones is quite homogeneous (Table 3) . There are 14 different, contradicting cladistic hypotheses that are supported by the 17 incongruent indels. None of those 14 hypotheses is supported by more than two indels. And none of those contradicting hypotheses is supported by a sum of weights higher than 4.
All the different parameters that were calculated on the basis of this data set correlate very well with each other and show a clear pattern of strongly and less strongly supported cladistic relationships. This also applies to the indel characters. The distribution of consistent versus inconsistent indels can hardly be explained by the result one would expect from a plain random process. . 50% majority-rule consensus tree based on 1,000 maximum parsimony jackknifing replicates of the subset of the small 18S rDNA alignment using PAUP* 4.0. Jackknifing frequencies, the number of putative apomorphies which were calculated by the branch and bound search option, and the number of split-supporting positions, which were computed using PHYSID, are labeled onto the corresponding branches. The hypothesized insertion and deletion events that are congruent with this tree are also drawn onto the corresponding branches depending on their specific nucleotide length. The relationships within the Strepsiptera are not shown. The tree is rooted a posteriori with Hymenoptera sequences.
Discussion
Since testing the utility of indel characters is the aim of this paper, distance and maximum likelihood methods of cladistic analysis were not applied. The underlying evolutionary processes are too diverse and have, so far, not been understood well enough to be incorporated in a stochastical model of sequence evolution. This and the problems of assessing hypotheses of topographical correspondence in highly variable regions of the alignment that have a substantial number of gaps have also been stated as general arguments against the use of insertions and deletions as informative phylogenetic characters in cladistic analyses (Swofford et al. 1996) . In spite of this argument, Van Dijk et al. (1999) use deletions by modifying the maximum likelihood procedure of Kishino et al. (1990) by not allowing the occurrence of reversals (back mutations) of deletion events. Moreover, Mitchison (1999) uses insertions and deletions in a probabilistic approach of combining alignment and cladistic analysis by means of sampling. However, if one wants to test the proposed weighting scheme which rests on a refutationist approach to phylogeny, these two types of cladistic methods -distance and Maximum Likelihood -seem to be problematic. This speaks in favor of choosing maximum parsimony as the method of cladistic analysis in this paper. Maximum parsimony allows the combined use of all kinds of different data (insertions and deletions, and even morphological and other data).
Some papers present results employing indels as cladistic characters in parsimony analyses. In addition to the substitution data, the indels are coded as presence/absence characters and are analyzed in an equally weighted parsimony analysis (e.g., Baum et al. Table 2 . Weighted and unweighted ensemble consistency indices (CI) of insertion, deletion and nucleotide substitution events at various nucleotide lengths. CIs were calculated on the basis of a most parsimonious tree obtained from the subset, and insertion and deletion events hypothesized by outgroup comparison on the basis of the small alignment of 18S rDNA sequences. The 15 nucleotides long insertion is not included in the calculation of the CI of the sum of all indels, since its weight at 3.05 × 10 10 is extraordinarily high and would suppress the effects of all the other indels in this comparison. Table 3 . Distribution of the incongruent indels on contradicting cladistic hypotheses. Incongruent insertions and deletions and their nucleotide lengths are differentiated, and the minimum number of required steps are inferred for their distribution on the most parsimonious tree obtained from the analysis of the subset. The respective total weight of every observed set of incongruent character states that support a contradicting cladistic hypothesis is summed up. The incongruent insertion and deletion events were hypothesized by outgroup comparison on the basis of the alignment of the small data set. 1998; for more sophisticated coding see Barriel 1994 and Simmons & Ochoterena 2000) . Giving all types of characters equal weights, these procedures have the implicit assumption -without giving any empirical or methodological reasons -that the phylogenetic information content of insertion, deletion and nucleotide substitution characters is the same. Lloyd & Calder (1991) apply the same coding, discuss the process probabilities of indel events and claim to be able to evaluate the reliability of such character types with respect to their length, position and frequency. They also receive remarkably high consistency indices for the indel characters utilized in their study. Gatesy et al. (1993) , Wheeler (1995) and Giribet & Wheeler (1999) use insertion and deletion characters in parsimony analyses and give them weights proportional to the costs assigned during their alignment. This procedure is based on the application of different models of sequence evolution in the alignment. Lutzoni et al. (2000) presented an interesting procedure of recoding and weighting of gaps. Here, unambiguously aligned sites are weighted by a step matrix which is calculated from relative frequencies of each possible transformation, and ambiguously aligned sites undergo a sophisticated method of recoding and "optimal weighting", resulting in a single character for each ambiguous region with its own step matrix. However, they give insertions of a specific length the same weight as deletions of the same length.
Another procedure that has been suggested is to code the gaps as a fifth character state (e.g., Swofford 1998 , Titus & Frost 1996 . However, since it is more parsimonious to hypothesize that one indel event with more than one nucleotide has taken place rather than several such events with only a single nucleotide independently, this fifth-character-state coding neglects the dependence of those gap positions that are direct neighbors in an alignment. This procedure would therefore result in an artificial weighting of gaps relative to the number of sites (Barriel 1994 , Simmons & Ochoterena 2000 . Furthermore, insertion and deletion events are not differentiated.
Thus, all these analyses either apply weighting schemes that represent methodological proposals not consistent with a falsificationist approach, neglect the evolutionary dependence of directly neighboring gap positions within an alignment, or ignore the different information content of indels by not discriminating insertions and deletions.
One problem that complicates the application of indels as phylogenetic markers concerns insertion characters in particular:
As long as insertions are altogether identical in their nucleotide sequence it is unproblematic to state a hypothesis of synapomorphy in the light of the assumed background knowledge. Figure 7 shows an example of such a clearly recognizable, altogether identical insertion of the length of 6 nucleotides in three of ten sequences. Given this number of nucleotides there are po- Darker sequences represent outgroups. A) For this alignment one could hypothesize an insertion event, Ins 1 , followed by two independent nucleotide substitutions. B) Here one could hypothesize an insertion event, Ins 2 , followed by subsequent independent nucleotide substitutions. The nucleotide sequence of the original insertion is not unambiguously reconstructable. C) What actually happened here is not unequivocally interpretable, and hypotheses of specific mutation events gain only weak empirical support. Ins 1 = insertion of 6 nucleotides, Ins 2 = insertion of 4 nucleotides, Ins 3 = insertion(s) of 2 nucleotides.
tentially 15,624 different classes of identical falsifiers. Hence, if one would like to weight this cladistic character (insertion of six nucleotides present or absent) it would get a weight of 15,624 compared to 3 for any nucleotide substitution character. However, when the nucleotide sequence of the insertion is not identical within the taxa under consideration, the hypothesis of a single synapomorphic insertion is, following the identity criterion, already falsified (Fig. 8) . The perceivable empirical evidence does not represent a single insertion event only. In some cases one might still think of combined events of an insertion followed by some independent substitutions as the most parsimonious hypothesis (Fig. 8A and B) . But this is not always possible (Fig. 8C) and thus confronts one with problems of continuity. Furthermore, the empirical evidence would be explained by ad hoc hypotheses of subsequent events which probably followed the insertion and thus might have caused the data. However, the more ad hoc hypotheses are endeavoured, the weaker is the explanatory power of the stated hypothesis, and thus the smaller is the information content of the corresponding cladistic character.
At the moment there is no theoretical foundation to weight these non-identical insertions completely. That is why only the identical neighboring positions within the insertions are appropriate for the proposed weighting system.
One is still confronted with an irresolvable problem: a large insertion could subsequently be followed by a large deletion which deletes all the previously inserted nucleotides or even more. If this deletion occurs in one line of descent after speciation events have taken place, the approach proposed here unfortunately would not be immune against an artificial coding of the results of such a combined event. This problem of possible reversals, however, is not limited to insertion and deletion characters only but affects almost any cladistic character. Its influence on the outcome of the analysis increases with increasing character weight, of course.
The severity of the described test depends on the quality of the data set. Especially the available 18S rDNA sequences of Diptera and Strepsiptera species seem to provide a proper basis for such a test, since they exhibit an extensive amount of gaps when aligned with other insects and metazoan taxa. This phenomenon can be explained by assuming that many insertion and deletion events took place within these clades. Furthermore, their nucleotide substitution data also seems to provide a comparatively highly informative data set as far as the spectral and the parsimony-jackknifing analyses are concerned.
The hypothesis of a monophyletic position of the Diptera and of the Strepsiptera in relation to all other Metazoa taxa of the data set is also highly corroborated by the nucleotide substitution data, as shown by the spectral and parsimony-jackknife analyses. All this enables one to choose an adequate sample of outgroup taxa for an outgroup comparison to differentiate the indel events within the Strepsiptera and within the Diptera into insertions and deletions. The distribution of those events in relation to the result of the analysis of the nucleotide substitution data allows one to compare the patterns of cladistic distribution of the different types of characters.
The result of this test does not contradict the hypotheses that are tested. The cladistic distribution of the insertions and deletions reflects the conditions inferred by the nucleotide substitution data, since most of the observed indels are congruent with the most parsimonious tree (Fig. 6) . Those insertions and deletions that are incongruent with this tree exhibit a rather coincidental distribution. Thus, there is no contradicting cladistic hypothesis that is supported by more than two indel events. In comparison, the consistent indels show a clear hierarchical distribution, and some of the cladistic hypotheses are supported by 5 or even more hypothesized indel events. These findings are also supported by the obtained ensemble consistency indices (CI) of the different types of insertions and deletions. The CI is taken as the basis of comparison, as it counts the requirements for ad hoc hypotheses of homoplasy. The higher the CI, the fewer ad hoc hypotheses are required to explain the data (Kluge 1997) . All of the CIs of the indels exhibit a higher value than the CI of the nucleotide substitution data. This is in accordance with the results of the inference of Lloyd & Calder (1991) . It thus appears that some insertions and deletions represent phylogenetically highly informative character types. Therefore, they seem to be comparatively good phylogenetic markers.
Furthermore, the suggested weighting system withstood the test. None of the 14 contradicting cladistic hypotheses that are supported by indels are corroborated by a weight higher than 4. Among the most parsimonious clades in Figure 6 there are 8 cladistic hypotheses with a sum of weights each far exceeding the value of 4.
The sum of weights of all consistent indel character states is strikingly higher (Σ of weights = 7,756) than the sum of weights of all the inconsistent indel character states (Σ of weights = 38). The ratio of consistent to inconsistent indel characters changes from 57:17 (22.97% inconsistency rate) when weighted equally to 3,878:19 (0.005% inconsistency rate) when weighted according to the proposed weighting system.
The application of the weighting system also leads to higher CIs. Looking at the composition of the inconsistent indels it is obvious that none of the insertion and deletion character state types that receive a weight higher than 4 are represented. This also supports the suggested weighting system. So far, the proposed a priori differential weighting system for nucleotide sequence data of non-protein-coding genes all passed the empirical test. But especially the concrete quantification, which in the case of long insertions leads to tremendously high weights, is open to critique and resembles a methodological proposal. This proposal rests on the conventional interpretation of Popper's falsificationism in phylogenetic inference, which disregards the necessity of taking different process probabilities for different types of transformations into consideration when analyzing the data. Whether this is the only possible and proper interpretation of falsificationism is still open to discussion (de Queiroz & Poe 2001 , Faith & Trueman 2001 , Kluge 2001 . By following this proposal, one does not consider the actual pattern of the nucleotides of given insertions of a specific length because one does not consider their process probabilities. Especially when comparing two insertions with, e.g., AGGCCCGCGATAGT and AAAAAAAAAAAATA it seems counterintuitive to weight them equally since we know that AT-rich insertions evolve more frequently than other insertions.
Anyway, whether taking process probabilities into account or not, it still seems reasonable to record that the phylogenetic information content of indels tends to increase with their length, and to decrease from insertions to deletions and to nucleotide substitutions. Thus, the application of such relative weights should be considered, especially in cases where the nucleotide substitution data alone does not give strong support for any cladistic hypothesis. Also in terms of a total evidence approach all available empirical data should be considered (Kluge & Wolf 1993 ) and a maximally corroborated cladistic hypothesis inferred. If alignment gaps are the result of a particular indel mutation event, then they inevitably bear phylogenetic information. Ignoring this type of cladistic character would mean ignoring empirical evidence, and this could lead to cladistic hypotheses which are not maximally corroborated and therefore less explanatory (Giribet & Wheeler 1999 
